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Abstract 
There are ten diffeomorphism classes of compact, flat 3-manifolds. It has been conjectured that 
each of these occurs as the boundary of a 4-manifold whose interior admits a complete, hyperbolic 
structure of finite volume. This paper provides evidence in support of the conjecture. In particular, 
each diffeomorphism class of compact, flat 3-manifolds is shown to appear as one of the cusps 
of a complete, finite-volume, hyperbolic 4-manifold. This is done with a construction that uses 
special coverings of Iw3 by 3-balls. A further consequence of the construction is a finer result about 
the geometric structures which can be induced on cusps of complete, finite-volume, hyperbolic 
4-manifolds. Using Mostow’s Rigidity Theorem, one can show that not every flat structure occurs 
in this way. However, the fact that the flat structures induced on cusps of such 4-manifolds are 
dense in their respective moduli spaces follows from the construction. 0 1998 Elsevier Science 
B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Background and statement of results 
In [ 81, Hamrick and Royster proved a long-standing conjecture by showing that each 
diffeomorphism class of compact, flat Riemannian manifolds occurs as the boundary of 
some compact manifold. It may be possible to attain a similar, more geometrical result. 
In particular, 
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Conjecture 1. Every diffeomorphism class of compact, flat manifolds occurs as the 
boundary of a manifold whose interior admits a complete, hyperbolic structure of finite 
volume. 
This conjecture, which was motivated by work of Gromov [6,7] and appears in [5], is 
known to be true for both of the compact, flat 2-manifolds-the 2-torus and the Klein 
bottle. The 2-torus occurs as the boundary of the complement of the figure- eight knot 
which was shown by Riley to have a complete hyperbolic structure of finite volume. 
(See [ 111.) The Klein bottle occurs as the boundary of the Gieseking manifold which is 
double-covered by the figure-eight knot’s complement and also has a complete hyperbolic 
structure of finite volume. (See [I].) 
The topology and geometry of the ends of complete, finite-volume, hyperbolic man- 
ifolds are well understood. If M is a complete hyperbolic (n + 1)-manifold with finite 
volume, then it has finitely many ends, each of which has a neighborhood that is topo- 
logically equivalent to a product F x [k, CO) where F is a compact, flat n-manifold. 
Furthermore, this neighborhood can be chosen so that it is geometrically equivalent to a 
product with metric given by (ds2 +dt2)/t2 where ds2 is a flat metric on F. (See [2].) In 
particular, the hyperbolic metric on A4 induces a flat metric on F x t for each t E [k, w). 
In such a situation, the flat manifold F is said to appear as a cusp of the hyperbolic man- 
ifold M. Using this terminology yields the following statement which is equivalent to 
Conjecture 1. 
Alternate Version of Conjecture 1. Given a diffeomorphism class of compact, flat n- 
manifolds, one can find a representative, F, and a complete, finite-volume, hyperbolic 
(n + 1)-manifold, M, such that F appears as the only cusp of M. 
Considering the possibility that a diffeomorphism class of flat manifolds may occur as 
one of the cusps of a complete, finite-volume, hyperbolic manifold without occurring as 
the only cusp, produces the following, weaker version of Conjecture 1. 
Conjecture 1’. Given a diffeomorphism class of compact, flat n-manifolds, one can find 
a representative, F, and a complete, hyperbolic (n + 1)-manifold of finite volume, M, 
such that F appears as one of the cusps of M. 
The above conjectures can be extended to ones about the isometry classes of flat 
manifolds appearing as cusps. It is known that not every isometry class of a given 
flat manifold can occur as a cusp of a complete, finite-volume, hyperbolic manifold. 3 
However, it seems reasonable to make the following conjecture which is proved for the 
2-torus in [lo] using Thurston’s Hyperbolic Dehn Surgery Theorem. 
3 This is a consequence of Mostow’s Rigidity Theorem-see [9]-and the fact that there are countably many 
homotopy types of smooth, compact manifolds. 
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Conjecture 2. Given a diffeomorphism class of compact, flat n-manifolds, the isometry 
classes which occur as the only cusps of complete, finite-volume, hyperbolic (n + l)- 
manifolds are dense in the space of flat structures on that class of manifolds. 
This conjecture may also be weakened to the following statement which holds both 
for the 2-torus and for the Klein bottle.4 
Conjecture 2’. Given a diffeomorphism class of compact, flat n-manifolds, the isometry 
classes which occur as cusps of complete, hyperbolic (n + 1)-manifolds of finite volume 
are dense in the space of flat structures on that class of manifolds. 
This paper provides evidence in support of the above conjectures, proving that Con- 
jectures 1’ and 2’ hold for all flat 3-manifolds. These results follow from two technical 
lemmas presented in Section 3. The lemmas show that every compact, flat 3-manifold 
satisfying certain conditions appears as a cusp of some complete, finite-volume, hyper- 
bolic 4-manifold. (The definitions required to state these conditions are given in the next 
section.) Conjecture 1’ for 12 = 3 is then proved in Section 5 by showing that each 
diffeomorphism class of compact, flat 3-manifolds has a representative satisfying the 
conditions. Similarly, Conjecture 2’ for n = 3 is proved in Section 6 by showing that 
the isometry classes of manifolds satisfying the conditions are dense. 
2. Notation, definitions and basic propositions 
Flat manifolds 
In this paper, all flat manifolds are assumed to be complete and as such can be described 
as quotients of Euclidean n-space by a discrete, torsion-free subgroup of Isom(R”). 
Elements of this group are denoted by pairs (A, ta) where A E O(n) and t,- represents 
translation by the vector ii E JR”. (A,&) acts on 2 E IV’ by (A,t,-)(Z) = A(Z) + 
ii. Two flat n-manifolds, F = KY/T and F’ = EP/r’, are homeomorphic (in fact, 
diffeomorphic) if and only if r is isomorphic to r’. Similarly, F and F’ are isometric 
if and only if r is conjugate to r’ by an element of Isom(B”). (See [ 121.) 
The space of flat structures on a diffeomorphism class of flat manifolds F (the moduli 
space of F) is the space of isometry classes of F. The proof of Conjecture 2’ for 
n = 3 will involve a small deformation of the isometry class of a given compact, flat 
3-manifold, F = R’/T where r is generated by (Al, tc,)? (AZ, tc2), (A3, tc?). A flat 3- 
manifold which is diffeomorphic to F is said to be in an &-neighborhood of the isometry 
class of F if the manifold is isometric to some F’ = R3/r’ which has an ordered set of 
generators (A’, , t”;; ), (A:, ti;: ) , (A;, t,-4 ) satisfying the condition 
4 The proof also appears in [lo] and combines and adapts circle-packing arguments from [4] and [3]. 
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where the matrices are considered to be points in IR3* and p denotes the square metric, 
i.e., in R3 
Hyperbolic manifolds 
W” will denote the upper-half-space model of hyperbolic n-space. The metric is given 
by (ds2 + dt2)/t2 where ds2 is the Euclidean metric on RY’. Thus, Isom(lR”-‘) c 
Isom(IHI”) since y E Isom(R”-‘) acts on W” by 
which is an isometry of hyperbolic n-space. 
Horospheres in the upper-half-space model of hyperbolic n-space have one of two 
forms: A horosphere centered at Ic’ E a(W) - {w} (= IR”-’ x (0)) is a Euclidean 
(n - 1)-sphere tangent to IR”-’ x (0) at 2, A horosphere centered at cc is a Euclidean 
(n - I)-plane parallel to IL??-’ x (0). Horospheres of the first form are isometric to 
horospheres of the second form since there are hyperbolic isometries taking any point 
Ic E W-1 x (0) to 00. A consequence of this fact is that there is a product structure 
on IHI” based on horospheres centered at any 2 E a(IW) since such horospheres are 
parametrized by t E JR, where t is the height of the horosphere after transforming 
2 to co, if necessary. (This parametrization is not unique.) The hyperbolic metric on 
W clearly induces a flat (Euclidean) metric on any horosphere centered at 03 so the 
equivalence of horospheres also means that the induced metric on any horosphere is flat. 
Furthermore, in the product structure based on a horosphere centered at 2, the metric is 
given by (ds2 + dt2)/t2 where ds2 is the flat metric on a horosphere centered at ?‘. 
In the upper-half-space model, totally geodesic (n - 1)-planes have one of two forms- 
a Euclidean (n - I)-hemisphere which is perpendicular to Iw”-’ x (0) or a Euclidean 
(n - 1)-plane which is perpendicular to IL%“-’ x (0). An n-dimensional hyperbolic poly- 
hedron is the intersection of a countable collection of closed half spaces whose boundaries 
are totally geodesic (n - 1)-planes. The intersection must also have the property that only 
finitely many of the hyperplanes meet any compact subset of W”. 
A horosphere slice at an infinite vertex p of a hyperbolic polyhedron P is the inter- 
section of P with a horosphere at p. Since horospheres are flat, horosphere slices at any 
infinite vertex p are flat (n - 1)-manifolds possibly with many components and with 
boundaries. The following proposition describes the case where P has finitely many 
boundary planes. 
Proposition 1. Ifp is an infinite vertex of a hyperbolic polyhedron, P, withjnitely many 
boundary planes, then there exists an a E R, such that the end of P corresponding to p 
is isometric to & x [a, co) where & is a connected, jlat (n - 1)-manifold with boundary 
and the product metric is (ds2 + dt2)/t2. Furthermore, a slice Q x {*} corresponds to 
the intersection of P with a horosphere centered at p, and the (n - 2)-faces of & x {*} 
are in one-to-one correspondence with the (n - 1)-dimensional hyperplanes that bound 
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P and intersect a(W) at p. These (n, - 2)-faces and their corresponding hyperplanes 
meet at the same angles. 
Proof. The proposition is proved by using an isometry of W” (which is, by definition, 
conformal) to send p to 0~). Since there are only finitely many bounding (n - I)-planes, 
there is a bounding hyperplane not containing p that has a largest Euclidean radius, r. 
The proposition holds for any a 3 T. 0 
Points on the boundaries of hyperbolic polyhedra may be identified to form new 
spaces. The construction of complete, hyperbolic 4-manifolds through identifications on 
the boundaries of 4-dimensional hyperbolic polyhedra of finite volume is the basis for 
the proofs of the two technical lemmas that are used to obtain the main results of this 
paper. The proofs of the lemmas will use 
Proposition 2. IdentiYcation spaces formed by identifying points on the boundaries of 
finite-volume hyperbolic polyhedra are complete, hyperbolic n-manifolds if they satisfy 
two conditions: Each point in the identification space must have a neighborhood which 
is isometric to an open set in IHI”; In addition, each end must be a product of the 
form F x [k, CQ) with metric (ds* + dt*)/t* where ds* is a Jlat metric on the compact 
(n - I)-manifold F. 
Proof. The first condition guarantees that the identification space is a hyperbolic rb- 
manifold. The second condition guarantees that the metric structure is complete. Cl 
Coverings by j-balls 
Let C be a collection of closed Euclidean 3-balls where (2, E C has radius ri and 
center Zi E R3. C is a 3-ball covering of lR3 if for any 2 E IK3, there is a C, E C such 
that 2 E Cj. If any compact subset of lR3 meets only finitely many 3-balls in C, the 
covering is locally finite. 
Some further definitions. Given C, a covering of IR3 consisting of 3-balls of radius ri 
centered at &, the scaling of C by (Y E IR,, cuC, is defined to be the 3-ball covering 
consisting of balls of radius QT~ centered at cruZi. A flat 3-manifold F = IR3/r is said to 
have a covering by 3-balls lifting to C if C is a 3-ball covering of R3 which is invariant 
under the action of r. If C is invariant under the action of r, then C is also invariant 
under the action of any subgroup of r. In addition, crC is invariant under the action of 
the group obtained through scaling (multiplying) the translational parts of the elements 
of r by cy. This group will be denoted or. 
Let C be a covering of R3 by 3-balls. Associate to each C E C an open half-ball in 
IN4 as follows: If C has center Z and radius T, the half-ball Hc is the set of points in lHI4 
whose Euclidean distance to (2,O) is strictly less than T. a(Hc) will be used to denote - 
all points in W4 whose Euclidean distance to (Z> 0) is equal to T. 
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Define the scalloping of IHI4 by C to be 
Scr ( E-l”-UH’ CEC > 
Notice that if 2 E a(lH14) - {oo} (= IR3 x (0)) 1 ies in the interior of some C E C, 2 is not 
an infinite vertex of SC, for it has been scalloped away. Thus, the only infinite vertices 
of SC in IR3 x (0) are points which are not contained in the interior of any 3-ball in C. 
In the case that C is a locally finite covering, such points are necessarily isolated points 
of tangency of 3-balls in C. 
Let 2) c R3 x (0) and define the scalloping of 27 x (0, oc) by C to be 
se(D) = SC n (D x (0, CO)). 
If D is a compact, finite-sided polyhedron and C is locally finite, SC(D) will be a 
hyperbolic polyhedron with finitely many boundary planes that can be decomposed into 
a compact core (which has finite volume) and finitely many noncompact ends. Since V 
is compact, the end corresponding to 00 will have finite volume. Since C is locally finite, 
all other infinite vertices are points of tangency of 3-balls in C, but since C is a covering, 
the ends corresponding to such points must be isometric to G! x [k, co) for some compact, 
flat polyhedron Q and some k > 0. As such, they too have finite volume and the total 
volume of Sc(‘D) is finite. 
The following proposition will be used to describe points on the boundary of such a 
polyhedron. 
Proposition 3. Let (2’1 and (2’2 be 3-balls in IR3 with centers 21 and & and radii r1 and 
r2, respectively. Let Hc, and Hcz be the corresponding half-balls in W4. If p’= (x, y, z, t) 
is in ~(Hc,) n a(Hc2), then (x, y, z) is in Cl n C2. Furthermore, ift # 0, then (x, y, z) 
is in the intersection of the interiors of the balls Cl and C2. 
Proof. Since p is on the boundary of both Hc, and Hcz, 
d(p’, (%>O,) = TI and d(p”, (&,O)) = ~2. 
This implies that 
[d((x,Y:z,,6)]2 + t2 = 4 and [d((x, y,.z),S2)]’ + t2 = ~22. 
Thus, d((x, y, z), 6) 6 ~1 and d((x, y, z), 222) < r2 and equality holds only when 
t=o. 0 
Examples of 3-ball coverings. Let V be a fundamental domain for a discrete, torsion- 
free group r c Isom(R3) acting on lR3. If YD is covered by a collection of balls, then the 
images of those balls under the action of r form a covering of R3. This method will be 
used to construct two coverings of lR3 that are required by the technical lemmas proved 
in the next section. 
Let VcU be the cube which is spanned by 21, e’z, and Zs, the standard basis for IR3. 
;D,, is a fundamental domain for the action of r,, = ((I, ta), (I, tz2), (I, te;)) on R3 so 
covering DC, with 3-balls will yield a covering of R3. 
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Fig. 1. The radius a/2 balls centered at the comers of VD,, meet either tangentially or orthogonally 
and miss the dual curvilinear octahedron. 
Consider the balls of radius d/2 centered at the corner points of De,,. It will prove 
useful that the boundaries of these balls meet each other either tangentially or at right 
angles. (See Fig. 1.) 
The eight comer balls do not, however, cover DD,, for they miss the curvilinear octa- 
hedron which is dual to the cube and also shown in Fig. 1. This region is covered by 
the interior ball of radius l/2 which is centered at (l/2,1/2, l/2) and whose boundary 
meets the boundaries of the original eight balls orthogonally. 
The covering of D,, yields (using r,,) a covering of IR3 which will be denoted C,,. 
C,, is obtained exactly by allowing P,, to act on the intersection of the nine balls given 
above and D,,. This fact has two noteworthy consequences for C,, (and, in fact, for any 
(YC,,). Just as no point in ‘DC, belongs to the interior of more than three distinct balls, 
no point in iR3 belongs to the interior of more than three distinct balls in C,,. Also, 
C,, has points of tangency where six balls-four “comer” balls of radius d/2 and 
two “interior” balls of radius l/2-meet so that any pair which is not tangent intersects 
orthogonally. 
The following proposition classifies the isometries of IR3 which leave crCcU invariant. 
Proposition 4. An element y = (A, tc) E Isom(R3) leaves CYC,, invariant if and only if 
A and fi meet the following conditions: 
(l)forulZi=l, 2,und3,A(e’,)=&$wherej=l, 2or3und 
(2) the vector Z is in the lattice WI which is generated by {c&l, a&, a&}. 
Proof. cd,, is the covering of lR3 consisting of balls of radius v”%?cr/2 centered on 
points of the lattice crA and balls of radius a/2 centered on the translate of WI by 
(o/2, o/2, a/2). A transformation y E Isom(R3) leaves oCcU invariant if and only if y 
maps the centers of the balls of radius &a/2 to points in cyA and the centers of the 
balls of radius a/2 to points in oA + (a/2, (r/2, (w/2). 
Suppose y = (A, t,-) leaves aC,, invariant. Then y(6) = A(@ + u’ = u’ is the center 
of a ball of radius ~‘?a/2 in (YC,, so G E WI. Now consider ~(a&) = A(ae’,) + il 
which must also be in aA. Since G E aA, r(a&) - G = A(&) = aA E aA. But 
this means that A(&) = zG? for some j = 1,2 or 3 since A E O(3). 
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Fig. 2. The two tetrahedra and an octahedron composing Z&,/24. 
Suppose y = (A, tc) satisfies the two conditions given above. Let v’ E crA be the 
center of a ball of radius fia/2. Then, y(G) = (A,ta)(v’) = AT? + ii which is in 
CA since A permutes the generators of MI (possibly changing their signs) and since 
ii E 4. Similarly, if v’ E 4 + (a/2, a/2, a/2) is the center of a ball of radius ct/2, 
then $5) E o4 + (a/2, a/2, a/2). Thus, y leaves CYC,, invariant. 0 
The second example of a covering is based on a hexagonal lattice instead of a cubical 
one. Let rDhex be the parallelepiped which is spanned by the vectors 
Dhex is a fundamental domain for the action of 
1 0 0 
fiex = ((A,t,~,,,,,),(I,t~),(r,t,;)), where A = 0 l/2 -c/2 . 
0 4312 
In order to describe the identifications on vh)hex, let ti E [0, I] for i = 1, 2 and 3. While 
thefacestlf7+t&andtlf7+t&+~ (respectively,tlf;+t3& andt,A+j;+t&)are 
paired by the translation (I, tf;) (respectively, (I, t,;)), the identification of t2 f2 + txf3 to 
f; -t t& + t3& is slightly m&-e complicated. The plane J: = 0 is identified to the plane 
z = d bY (4 Q,,,,) ) which rotates by 7r/3. Thus, the triangle whose vertices are 
the endpoints of the vectors (6, f;, f;} is identified to that whose vertices are endpoints 
of {f; + f;, f7 + f; + f;, f; + A> by (I, t,;)(I, tA)2(A, t(A,,,,)); and the triangle with 
vertices at the endpoints of {f;, f;, f; + f;} is identified by (I, ts)*(A, t~~,,p~) to that 
with vertices at the endpoints of {f; , f; + J$, f7 + f;}. 
?&, has a covering by 3-balls that is most conveniently described by first covering 
the parallelepiped spanned by f; /6, f;/2 and f;/2. Fig. 2 shows that this parallelepiped 
(which will be denoted by v&/24) can be decomposed into two regular tetrahedra and 
a regular octahedron. 
Consider the collection of balls of radius a/6 centered at the comers of D&/24. 
It will prove useful that the boundaries of these balls meet each other at angles of r/3. 
(See Fig. 3.) 
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Fig. 3. The balls centered at the comers of ZAhex/24 meet at angles of r/3. 
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Fig. 4. The dual curvilinear tetrahedra and cube missed by radius &/6 balls at the comers of 
%x 124. 
As in the case of DC”, the eight corner balls do not cover I&,,/24 for they miss the two 
curvilinear tetrahedra nd the curvilinear cube which are dual to the two tetrahedra nd the 
octahedron in the aforementioned decomposition of Z&,/24. (See Fig. 4.) These regions 
are covered by the interior balls of radius d/24 centered at (f7/6 + L/2 + A/2)/4 and 
3(f;/6+&/2+_&/2)/4 h h . w ic cucumscribe the curvilinear tetrahedra nd the interior ball 
of radius &/ 12 centered at (f; /6 + f;/2 + &/2)/2 which circumscribes the curvilinear 
cube. Again, the boundaries of the interior balls will meet the boundaries of the comer 
balls orthogonally. 
The covering of I&,,/24 can be translated by f7 /6 and f; /3 to cover the parallelepiped 
+ + 
spanned by f, 12, f2/2 and f3/2 which, in turn, can be translated by linear combinations 
of f;/2: f;/2 and f</2 to cover all of Z&. The covering of IR3 obtained from this 
covering of 2& by using rhex will be denoted Gex. As in the first example, Chex is 
obtained exactly by allowing The, to act on the intersection of the balls covering Dk,ex 
with Q,,, itself. In particular, note that since no point in vheX belongs to the interior of 
more than three distinct balls, no point in lR3 belongs to the interior of more than three 
balls of Chex. Also, the covering Chex will have points of tangency where five balls-three 
“corner” balls of radius &/6 along with two “interior” balls-meet so that the three of 
radius &/6 intersect at angles of 7r/3 and are perpendicular to the other two balls which 
are tangent to each other. The same two statements can be made about any covering of 
the form o&x. 
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3. Two technical lemmas 
Conjecture 1’ will be proved for n = 3 by constructing a complete, finite-volume 
hyperbolic 4-manifold, M, that has a specified compact, flat 3-manifold F = R3/r as 
a cusp. M will be constructed from a basic building block which is defined using the 
following procedure. Suppose F has a covering that lifts to C, a locally finite 3-ball 
covering of JR3. Let V be a finite-sided fundamental polyhedron for the action of r on 
R3. Then, the basic building block for M is formed from the 4-dimensional hyperbolic 
polyhedron, SC(D), by identifying the points p and p’ if y(p) = p’ for some y E r. This 
building block will be denoted &(27)/r. 
The space SC (27)/F has two of the properties required of M. The volume of SC (D)/r 
is equal to the volume of SC(D) which is finite since C is a locally finite covering of R3 
and F (and, thus, the finite sided polyhedron 27) is compact. In addition, F appears as a 
cusp of SC (D)/r for, according to Proposition 1, the end of SC (27) corresponding to oc 
is isometric to 27 x [a, co) with metric (ds* + dt2)/t2, but V/r = F so Sc(D)/r has 
a cusp of the form F x [a, CO). Thus, the manifold &(27)/r has finite volume and F 
appearing as a cusp. However, &(D)/r fails to be locally isometric to W4 so by itself 
SC(D) /r does not prove the conjecture. More specifically, SC (‘D)/r is locally isometric 
to II4 except on its boundary. The boundary is piecewise totally geodesic and, since C 
is r-invariant, consists only of pieces of a(Hc) where Hc is the open half-ball in W4 
associated to some C E C. 
Construction of the desired manifold M could be accomplished if there were a way 
to identify the boundaries of finitely many copies of the building block Sc(D)/r to 
form a complete, hyperbolic 4-manifold. Such a manifold would have finite volume and 
F appearing as one of its cusps because each copy of the building block has these 
properties. The following lemmas give technical conditions which guarantee that it is 
possible to choose a covering C so that a complete, hyperbolic 4-manifold can be formed 
by identifying the boundaries of finitely many copies of the space Sc(D)/r. 
Lemma 1. Let F = %!.“/I’ be a compact, Jlat 3-manifold. Suppose that F has a covering 
by 3-balls which lifts to CEC,, for some Q E IR,. Then, F appears as a cusp of a complete, 
jinite-volume, hyperbolic 4-marufold. 
Lemma 2. Let F = IR3/r be a compact, jlat 3-manifold. Suppose that r is a subgroup 
of c&hex for some Q E E%+. Then, F appears as a cusp of a complete, finite-volume, 
hyperbolic 4-manifold. 
The construction of the desired manifold M described above applies in each of these 
cases, and the proofs of the two lemmas parallel each other. However, the specific details 
differ from case to case so both proofs are provided. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Let C = c&,/2 which is locally finite. Let V be a finite-sided fun- 
damental polyhedron for the action of r on I@. The construction of &(D)/r described 
above is applicable in this case because Proposition 4 can be used to show that r leaves 
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Fig. 5. Examples of centers of balls in sets A and B. 
C invariant. r leaves cd,, invariant by hypothesis so any y = (A, tc) E r satisfies 
A(Zi) = +Zj (which is independent of a) and 11 E on, but ,u’ E oA implies u’ E d/2. 
Thus, r also leaves the covering d&/2 (which is C) invariant. 
The manifold, M, required to prove the lemma will be constructed by identifying eight 
copies of &(27)/r along their piecewise totally geodesic boundaries. In order to describe 
the identifications, the totally geodesic pieces of the boundary of Sc (23)/r are labeled. 
This is most easily accomplished by dividing the balls in C into sets and then extending 
the labeling to the pieces of d(Hc) that comprise a(Sc(D)/r), i.e., a piece of I 
is labeled A if C E C belongs to set A. This procedure would lead to an inconsistent 
labeling of the totally geodesic pieces in i3 (SC (D)/r) if, in forming Sc (27)/r from 
SC(D), part of a hemisphere with one label was identified to part of a hemisphere with 
a different label. This could happen if an element of r mapped a ball in C belonging to 
one set to a ball belonging to a different set. Therefore, to result in a consistent labeling 
of a(Sc(D)/r), the grouping of balls in C into sets must be r-invariant. 
Let set A (respectively, set B) consist of the balls centered at points of the form 
(m1a/2, mzo/2, mscr/2) where ml. rn2? rn3 E Z and ml +m2+m3 is even (respectively, 
odd). (Examples of centers of balls belonging to sets A and B are shown in Fig. 5.) Let 
set C consist of the “interior” balls, i.e.. all balls of radius o/4. Set C is obviously 
invariant under the action of r since C is r-invariant and set C contains the only balls 
of radius o/4. Proposition 4 can be used to show that sets A and B are r-invariant. As 
mentioned above, every y = (A: ta) E r satisfies the two conditions of the proposition. 
In particular, A permutes the generators of aA (possibly changing their signs) and u’ E 
ofl so G = (2n,a/2,2n2~/2,2n~[~/2) for some nt.n2, n3 E Z. Since the parity of 
ml +m+m.3 remains unchanged after permuting or changing the signs of the coordinates 
of (mta/2, mzu/2, m3rt/2) and after adding 2(rrl + nz + ,n?), a ball centered at 
belongs to the same set as a ball centered at (mto/2,7n2a/2, mja/2) so set A and set B 
are also invariant under r. Thus, the grouping of balls in C yields a consistent labeling 
of the totally geodesic pieces of a ( SC (22) / r) 
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a = f-y+ x  ?I 
Fig. 6. A horosphere slice at an infinite vertex of Sc(D)/IY 
As was remarked earlier, no point in R3 lies in the interior of more than three balls 
in coverings of the form a&,. Applying Proposition 3 to this fact about C shows that 
no finite point (i.e., no point with t > 0) lies on four distinct totally geodesic pieces of 
a&). Since a finite vertex of a(sc(q/r) must belong to four faces of the boundary, 
3(&(29)/r) has no finite vertices. 
The infinite vertices in a(&(D)/r) arise from points of tangency in C. As noted 
earlier, six balls meet at each point of tangency. Using the grouping into sets, the six 
balls consist of a pair from each set. Balls in the same set are tangent and the boundaries 
of balls in different sets meet each other at right angles. Thus, at each corresponding 
infinite vertex in a(scp)/r), six hemispheres meet-two that are tangent and labeled A, 
two that are tangent and labeled B, and two that are tangent and labeled C. Furthermore, 
hemispheres with different labels meet orthogonally. By Proposition 1, a horosphere slice 
at an infinite vertex in a(sc(q/r) . IS a Euclidean 3-manifold bounded by six 2-faces 
meeting as their corresponding hemispheres do. In other words, each slice is a solid right 
rectangular prism as shown in Fig. 6 where the faces are labeled with the labels of the 
corresponding hemispheres. This prism can be written in product form as indicated. 
Using the labelings defined above, it is now possible to describe the identifications 
which yield the desired manifold M. The construction will be in two steps. Begin with 
four copies of &(D)/r--two positively-oriented ones labeled +l, and $2 and two 
negatively-oriented ones labeled - 1 and -2. The identifications on these copies of the 
building block will be given as products of transpositions in Cd (the symmetric group 
on the four objects -2, - 1, + I, +2) where, for example, the transposition (i, j) E Cb 
represents identifying faces with a given label in the ith copy of Sc(D)/r to those 
in the jth copy of Sc(D)/r. (Note that i and j must have different signs for these 
identifications to preserve orientations.) Step 1 is to form a manifold Mi by using the 
identity map to identify boundary pieces labeled A according to 0~ G (+ 1, - 1)(+2, -2) 
and those labeled B according to grr = (+ 1, -2) (f2, - 1). In other words, the + 1 copy 
of &(27)/r is identified to the -1 copy of &(27)/r by using the identity map on the 
faces labeled A; the f2 copy of Sc(D)/r is identified to the -2 copy of Sc(D)/r by 
using the identity map on the faces labeled A; etc. The resulting manifold, Ml, has a 
piecewise totally geodesic boundary where each piece is labeled C. In fact, the boundary 
is totally geodesic. Thus, Step 2 is to construct M by doubling MI, i.e., by using two 
copies of Ml-a positively-oriented one and a negatively-oriented one-and identifying 
points on the boundaries via the identity map. Let q : 8(& (D)/T) + M denote the map 
defined by the identifications from Steps 1 and 2. 
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Fig. 7. A flat 2-torus is formed by using the identity map to identify the left edge to the right and 
the top to the bottom. 
Fig. 8. A flat 3-torus is formed by using the identity map to identify the left face to the right, the 
front to the back, and the top to the bottom. 
The given flat 3-manifold F appears as a cusp of each of the eight copies of the 
building block Sc(D)/r so F appears as a cusp of M. (In fact, M has eight ends of the 
form F x [k, co).) Also each of the eight copies of Sc(D)/r has finite volume so M 
has finite volume. Therefore, showing that M is a complete, hyperbolic manifold will 
prove Lemma 1. By Proposition 2, it suffices to show that M is locally isometric to W4 
and that each end of M is geometrically a product with hyperbolic metric. 
To check the completeness condition, note first that at each end where F appears 
as a cusp, hf is complete. The remaining ends of M are images under q of infinite 
vertices of Sc(D)/r. S ince all identifications used to define q are by the identity map, 
the boundary of a horosphere slice at an infinite vertex in one copy of Sc(2))/r will 
be identified to the boundary of the same slice in another copy of Sc(V)/r. Thus, in 
checking completeness, it suffices to examine how a horosphere slice is identified to 
other copies of itself. Using the product description of a horosphere slice, Fig. 7 shows 
that for a constant s E [st , sl], the identifications from Step 1 yield a flat 2-torus, T*. 
Since the identifications for each s E [si, s2] will yield a T2, Step 1 results in T* x 
[s,, sz] where the two bounding tori are labeled C. Doubling in Step 2 yields a flat 3- 
torus, T3, as shown in Fig. 8. Thus, the remaining ends of M are of the form T3 x [k, co) 
with the metric (ds* + dt*)/t* where ds* is a flat metric on the 3-torus. 
To show that M is locally isometric to W4, consider p E M and let j? E q-’ (p). 
Suppose j? is not on the boundary of any SC (V)/r. The map q identifies only points on 
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Fig. 9. The horosphere slice neighborhood, Up, when plies on exactly one, exactly two, or exactly 
three hemispheres. 
a(Sc(D)/r) so M is locally isometric to H4 at p because Sc(D)/r is locally isometric 
to W4 at 5 
Suppose 5 E a(Sc(D)/r). S ince no finite point in the boundary lies on four hemi- 
spheres (there are no finite vertices), plies on a(Hc) for either exactly one, exactly two, 
or exactly three balls C E C. Let 2 E a(H4) be an infinite vertex of Sc(D)/r such 
that 5 E a(Hc) for all balls C E C with the property that $ E a(Hc). (Such a vector 
2 exists because of the configuration of the covering C.) Given 5, there exists some t 
(say tc) such that F is in the t, horosphere slice of &(D)/r at 2’. This slice will be a 
flat 3-manifold which is a submanifold of the solid right rectangular prism. Inside this 
manifold, p will have a neighborhood, Up, that is isometric to one of the pieces of the 
solid right rectangular prism illustrated in Fig. 9. 
Since Z is in each of the hemispheres containing 6 and since the hemispheres are 
totally geodesic, the entire line joining Ic and g is contained in each of the hemispheres. 
This line can be described as F x (0, co). Although some points on the line may belong 
to more hemispheres than p does and some may not belong to a(Sc(D)/r) at all, there 
are positive real numbers a and b with a < tp < b such that when t E (a, b), the points 
5 x {t} are on the boundary and lie on exactly the same number of hemispheres as @ 
(i.e., @x {t,}) d oes. As a consequence, these points will have neighborhoods isometric 
to UC. Therefore, 5 has a neighborhood in Sc(V)/r isometric to U. x (a, b) where U, 
is one of the subsets of IR3 shown above and the metric on the product is (ds2 + dt2)/t2 
where ds2 is the flat metric on U,. 
After identifications, the different copies of 17, x {tc} will be identified to form a 
neighborhood of p which is isometric to a Euclidean ball in the flat 3-torus, T3. (See, 
for example, Fig. 8.) The identifications will yield a Euclidean ball for all neighborhoods 
U, x {t} where t E (a, b). Therefore, p will have a neighborhood isometric to the product 
of an open ball in R3 and (a, b) with metric (ds2 + dt2)/t2. In other words, M is locally 
isometric to IN4 at p. 0 
Remark 1. In the proof of Lemma 1, the completeness condition was checked using 
Fig. 7. It is also possible to use the C4 description of the Step 1 identifications to see 
that for constant s, they yield a flat 2-torus. This approach will be used in proving 
completeness in the proof of Lemma 2. The symmetric group technique is based on the 
following fact: Identifications of finitely many copies of a flat 2-manifold with boundary 
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will yield a finite number of orientable, flat 2-manifolds (i.e., 2-tori) if every edge in 
every copy is identified to an edge with the opposite orientation and if the angle around 
every vertex in the resulting identification space is 27r. The first condition is satisfied by 
the identifications in Step 1. Since each vertex in the rectangle determined by constant s 
lies in both an A edge and a B edge, compositions of (TA and ga must be considered to 
check the second condition about that vertex. For example, aaQA(+ 1) = oB (- 1) = +2 
implies that the +l copy is first identified along the A edge to the - 1 copy which is 
then identified along the B edge to the +2 copy. Note that (TB~A = (f 1, +2)( - 1, -2) 
has order two so (flno~)~(!z) = k. This means that one returns to the lath copy after four 
identifications so four different rectangles are identified about each vertex. Thus, after 
the identifications from Step 1, the angle sum about any vertex is 27r. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Let C = CVC~~~ which is locally finite. Let V be a finite sided 
fundamental polyhedron for the action of r on Iw’. Since (Y&x is used to define the 
covering C and r c a&, C is r-invariant and the construction of the building block 
&(D)/r is again applicable. 
Lemma 2 will be proved by constructing M from thirty-six copies of Se(D)/r. Again, 
the identifications on the boundary will be described using labels of the totally geodesic 
pieces which are induced by grouping the balls in C. It will be useful in constructing A1 
if balls in the same set meet tangentially if at all. Also, for the same reasons given in 
the proof of Lemma 1, the sets of balls must be invariant under r. Since r c aThex, it 
is sufficient to describe a grouping of balls in C which is aThex-invariant. Furthermore, 
since C is defined by letting Q& act on a covering of ~;l)t,~~, it also suffices to describe 
a grouping of the balls covering oVhex which is respected by orhex. 
The “comer“ balls in &&eX (i.e., those of radius &a/6) are centered at points of the 
form 
where ml E { 0, 1, . ,6} and ml, rnx E (0, 1,2}. Consider the grouping of such balls 
shown in Fig. 10 where, for example, the label A at the vertex where ml = 3 and 
m2 = m3 = 1 indicates that the ball centered at that point belongs to set A. In this 
grouping, balls belonging to different sets never meet. Furthermore, this grouping is 
respected by crrhex since the labelings on the boundary of oDhex are equivalent under the 
action of &hex. More specifically, the labelings for m2 = 0 and m2 = 2 are equivalent 
by (I. TV); the labelings for m3 = 0 and rn3 = 2 are equivalent by (I. tf;); and the 
labelings for ‘ml = 0 and ml = 6 are equivalent by either (1,t~)~(A, tc~,o,oj) or 
(I.tf;)(I,tf;)‘(A,t(~i;.,,,)). Let the “interior” balls (i.e., those of radius &a/24 and 
those of radius v&/12) belong to set F so balls in set F meet each other tangentially 
if at all. This completes the grouping of balls covering (YZ&~ into sets respected by the 
action of orhcX. This grouping yields (using the action of orhex) a r-invariant grouping 
of balls in C which, in turn, induces a consistent labeling of the totally geodesic pieces 
0f a(scp/r). 
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Fig. 10. Centers of balls in (YDhhex belonging to sets A through E. 
IO v BP = x [S1’ s21 ..*.. *.__. 
Fig. 11. A horosphere slice of SC (2))/r at an infinite vertex where hemispheres labeled A, B, and 
C meet. 
As in the proof of Lemma 1, the boundary of Sc (D)/r has no finite vertices since 
no point in IR3 lies in the interior of more than three balls in C. The infinite vertices of 
a(& (D)/r) correspond to points of tangency in C. As noted earlier, five balls meet at 
each point of tangency. Two of the balls are from set F and are tangent to each other 
while meeting the other three perpendicularly. The remaining balls are from any non- 
repeating combination of sets A through E and meet each other at angles of 7r/3. Using 
Proposition 1, a horosphere slice at an infinite vertex in a(& (D)/r) is a solid right 
triangular prism. An example is shown in Fig. 11 where each face is labeled with the 
label of the corresponding hemisphere and the product form of the slice is indicated. 
Again, A4 is constructed in two steps. Begin with eighteen copies of Sc(D)/r- 
nine positively-oriented ones labeled + 1, +2, . . . , f9 and nine negatively-oriented ones 
labeled - 1, -2, . . . , -9. Step 1 is to form a manifold Mt by using the identity map to 
identify boundary pieces using elements of Cls as follows: The A faces of a(sc(D)/r) 
are identified by DA which is defined as 
(+l, -1)(+2, -2)(+3, -3)(+4, -4)(+5, -5) 
x (+6, -6)(+7, -7)(+8, -8)(+9, -9); 
the B faces are identified by an which is defined as 
(+l, -3)(+2, -1)(+3, -2)(+4, -6)(+5, -4) 
x (+6, -5)(+7, -9)(+8, -7)(+9, -8); 
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the C faces are identified by oc which is defined as 
(+l, -2)(+2, -3)(+3, -1)(+4, -5)(+5, -6) 
x ($6, -4)(+7, -8)(+8, -9)(+9, -7); 
the D faces are identified by go which is defined as 
(+l, -4)(+2, -5)(+3, -6)(+4, -9)(+5, -7) 
x (+6, -8)(+7, -2)(+8, -3)(+9, -1); 
and the E faces are identified by fin which is defined as 
(fl, -9)(+2, -7)(+3, -8)(+4, -1)(+5, -2) 
x (+6, -3)(+7, -5)(+8, -6)(+9, -4). 
MI has a totally geodesic boundary each piece of which is labeled F. Again, Step 2 
is to construct M by doubling Mr. Let 4 : 36(Sc(D)/r) 4 M denote the map of 
identifications from Steps 1 and 2. 
As in the proof of Lemma 1, F appears as a cusp of A4 and M has finite volume since 
each copy of the building block Sc (D)/r has these properties. Thus, using Proposition 2, 
the proof of Lemma 2 will be completed by showing that M is locally isometric to W4 
and that the ends satisfy the completeness condition. Again, the completeness condition 
is checked first since the proof of completeness contributes to the argument that M 
is locally isometric to W4. As before, the completeness condition holds for the thirty- 
six ends where F appears as a cusp. Also, it suffices, in checking completeness at the 
remaining ends, to examine how a horosphere slice is identified to other copies of itself. 
As in the proof of Lemma 1, the product description of a horosphere slice will be used. 
Suppose that for each s E [sr , sz], the identifications in Step 1 form a finite number 
of flat 2-tori. Then, after Step 1, the copies of the horosphere slices would be identified 
to form finitely many products of flat 2-tori with [sr , sz] where the boundary tori are 
all labeled F. Doubling in Step 2 would then yield a finite number of flat 3-tori and the 
proof of completeness would be finished. Thus, it remains to show that given an infinite 
vertex in Sc(D)/r, a finite number of 2-tori result from the identifications in Step 1 for 
each s E [sr , SZ]. 
As described in Remark 1, the fact that the Step 1 identifications on the copies of 
the equilateral triangles for constant s yield flat 2-tori may be checked from the Crs 
description of the identifications. The only verification required is that the angle sum at 
each vertex after the identifications is 27r. Since the angle at a vertex of an equilateral 
triangle is 7r/3, there must be six triangles identified at each vertex so, for example, 
UB~A must have order three. But ~BOA equals 
(fl, +2,+3)(+4,+5,+6)(+7,+8,+9)(-l, -3, -2)(-4, -6, -5)(-7, -9> -8) 
which does have order three. All possible pairs of A, B, C, D, and E edges occur 
at vertices of the equilateral triangles in horosphere slices at the infinite vertices of 
Sc(2>)/r. Thus, there are nine other possibilities to check: 
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OCOA = (+l, $3, +2)(+4, +6, +5)(+7, f9, +8) 
x (-1, -2, -3)(-4, -5, -6)(-7, -8, -9); 
ffDcA = ($1, $9, +4)(+2, f7, +5)(+3, f8, $6) 
x (-1, -4, -9)(-2, -5, -7)(-3, -6, -8); 
OEaA = (+I, +4, +9)(+2, f5, +7)(+3, +6, +8) 
x (-1, -9, -4)(-2, -7, -5)(-3, -8, -6); 
OcCJn = CnU.4; 
aDcB = (+I, +8, +5)(+2, f9, +6)(+3, +7, +4) 
x (-1, -5, -8)(-2, -6, -9)(-3, -4, -7); 
CEgB = (+I, +6, +7)(+2, +4, +8)(+3, +5, +9) 
x (-1, -7, -6)(-2, -8, -4)(-3, -9, -5); 
ODaC = (+I, +7, +6)(+2, +8, +4)(+3, +9, +5) 
x (-1, -6, -7)(-2, -4, -8)(-3, -5, -9); 
OE~C = (+l, f5, +8)(+2, +6, +9)(+3, +4, +7) 
X (-1, -8, -5)(-2, -9, -6)(-3, -7, -4); and 
ango = a,,aA. 
Each of these permutations also has order three. Therefore, for constant s, the angle at 
each vertex after the identifications in Step 1 is 27r and the result is a finite number of 
flat 2-tori so M is a complete manifold. 
To show that M is locally isometric to W4, let p E M and j? E q-‘(p). If j? is in 
the interior of some copy of Sc (D)/r, then M is locally isometric to HI4 at p since 
Sc(D)/r is locally isometric to H4 at j?. If j? E a(&(D)/r), arguments similar to those 
used in the proof of Lemma 1 show that j? has a neighborhood which is the product 
of a subset of a horosphere slice at an infinite vertex with an interval (a, b). Since the 
horosphere slices are identified to form 3-tori, this neighborhood of p is identified to form 
a neighborhood of p which has the form of a product of a Euclidean ball in the 3-torus 
with (a, b) where the metric is (ds2 + dt2)/t2. Thus, M is locally isometric to lH14. 0 
4. Flat three-manifolds 
The general forms 
Using Wolf’s notation [ 121, the compact, flat 3-manifolds are said to be of types 61 
through Gs (the orientable ones) and of types Bi through t34 (the nonorientable ones). 
Using F to denote a compact, flat 3-manifold and ~1 (F) to denote the fundamental 
group of F considered as a group of covering transformations contained in Isom(iR3), 
the classification that will be used in proving Theorems 1 and 2 is recorded in Table 1. 
These presentations differ from Wolf’s only when F is of type Bi or &. In these two 
cases, it is more convenient to reverse the roles of u’i and I& assigned in [12]. 
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Table 1 
Type m(F) Conditions on {Gil, ~22, f&} and matrices 
((13 h, 1, (1, ta,). (I, k,)) 
((A&), (I&),(I,to,)) 
((A,~,-,), (I,k,), (~a,)) 
@w, 0,td, (1,ta,)) 
((4 to, )I (I, w, (E, tTt_,,) 
((I,t,-,),(I,ta,),(E,ta,)) 
((A, t,-, )> (E, hi,), (I, t+)) 
(6,. &, &} are linearly independent. 
u’, IiizandGl 163. 
A(u’,) = G,, A(G2) = 4, and A(G) = -43. 
u’l I6 and GI I G, 11~2;211 = 11~311, 
and G2 and 63 generate a hexagonal lattice. 
A(u’,) = ii,, A(&) = Gx, and A(i&) = -c2 - c3. 
{c, ,C2, <3 } are mutually perpendicular 
and IlG2i;211 = 11C311. 
A(u’,) = Cl, A(&) = 63, and A(G) = -62. 
u’l I I% and U’I I G3, llG2;211 = 11~311, 
and Gs and 63 generate a hexagonal lattice. 
A@,) = ii,, A(G) = 63, and A(&) = -iI + C3. 
{Cl , Gz, 63} are mutually perpendicular. 
A(C,) = u’,, A(&) = -Gz, and A(C3) = -X3. 
B(u’,) = -Cl, B(C2) = i;z, and B(G3) = -723. 
C(G,) = -I:,, C(&) = -I&, and C(&) = G. 
6, I 722 and 61 I 723. 
E(t,) = -Gil, E(G) = G, and E(&) = 7%. 
The orthogonal projection of 61 
onto the (~2, w)-plane is C2/2 + 7%. 
E(u’,) = -U’I + 62 + 2?%, 
E(&) = G2 and E(ii?) = 723. 
{G, , Gz, 63) are mutually perpendicular. 
A(u’,) = u’l, A(&) = 41, and A(G3) = -G. 
E(u’,) = Gil, E(G2) = 62, and E(G3) = -723. 
((A, ta,), (E, t,-,+,-,)), (I, k2)) {G}‘s are mutually perpendicular. 
A(u’l) = Cl, A(&) = -62, and A&) = 4. 
E(G) = u’,, E(Fi2) = i;2, and E(G3) = -C3. 
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The normalized forms 
Let F be a compact, flat 3-manifold so its fundamental group r = xl (F) has one of 
the ten forms given in Table 1. Let 
r’ = (R, qo,o,o)NR, ~(O,O,O))Y 1 
where R E O(3) is such that R(&) = (0, b, 0) and R(&) = (0, ~2, cg) for some b, ~2, cg E 
Iw. Then E is isometric to 1w’/r’ since r is conjugate to r’. Furthermore, I” has the 
property that Zi (= R(G2)) lies along the y-axis and Gi (= R(G3)) lies in the y/z-plane. 
Therefore, every compact, flat 3-manifold is isometric to one whose fundamental group 
has i;2 = (0, b, 0) and G3 = (0, ~2, ~3). 
Since Conjecture 2’ is a statement about isometry classes of compact, flat 3-manifolds 
and since every isometry class has a representative whose fundamental group has G2 on 
the y-axis and 23 in the yz-plane, it suffices (in proving Conjecture 2’) to consider only 
fundamental groups normalized to meet these conditions. Thus, in proving Conjecture 2’, 
the following assumptions are made. 
If F is of type 41, ii, = (al, CQ, a3), ii2 = (0, b,O), and 7& = (0, ~2, ~3). 
If F is of type &, u’l = (al, O,O), fi2 = (0, b, 0), and G3 = (0, ~2, cg). Thus, A is the 
matrix 
1 0 0 
AZ= 0 -1 0 . 
( 1 0 0 -1 
If F is of type !&, Gil = (a,O,O), i& = (0, b, 0), and 733 = (0, -b/2, v’?b/2). Thus, A 
is the matrix 
1 0 0 
A3 = o -l/2 -d/2 . 
0 X&/2 -l/2 
If F is of type GA, ill = (a 1 , 0, 0), ii2 = (0, b, 0)) and ii3 
matrix 
If F is of type Bs, 51 = (a,O,O), Gz = (0, b,O), and i;3 : 
is the matrix 
= (0, b/2, &b/2). Thus, A 
: (O,O, b). Thus, A is the 
If F is of type 66, u’l = (a~, O,O), G2 = (0, b, 0), and 5~ = (O,O, cg). Thus, A = AZ, 
and B and C are the matrices 
& = (-i 8 _!) and Ce = (-i -B s) , respectively. 
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If F is of type B1, Gl = (al, O,O), Gz = (0. b, O), and G3 = (0, “2, ~3). Thus, E is the 
matrix 
E, = 
If F is of type &, u’, = (al, b + ~2. Q), 62 = (0,2b: 0), and G3 = (0: ~2: ~3). In this 
case, one can check that E = El. 
If F is of type t33, Gil = (al, O.O), V?Z = (0, b, 0), and G3 = (0.0, ~3). Thus, A = A2 
and E is the matrix 
If F is of type ,134, u’r = (fl1 9 O,O), I& = (0, b, 0), and G3 = (0.0, ~3). Thus, A - AI 
and E = E3. 
The speci$c examples 
Since Conjecture 1’ is a statement about the diffeomorphism classes of compact, flat 
3-manifolds, it suffices to prove this conjecture for a particular representative of each of 
the ten classes. The following fundamental groups will be used to prove Conjecture 1’. 
For % = 1,2,4, and 6, let r, be the normalized fundamental group of the type Gi 
manifold obtained by letting u’, , *&, and 63 be the standard basis vectors for R3. Similarly, 
for % = 1,3, and 4, let Bi be the normalized fundamental group of the type 13, manifold 
obtained by letting 61, iiz, and Gg be the standard basis vectors for 8X3. 
Let r3 be the normalized type G3 fundamental group obtained by letting u’, = 
(2&. O,O), G~72 = (0, l-O), and u’.7 = (0, -l/2? d/2). Similarly, let r’ be the nor- 
malized type & fundamental group obtained by letting 61 = (&. 0, 0), G2 = (0. l(O), 
and Z3 = (0, l/2, a/2). 
Finally, let B2 be the normalized type U2 fundamental group obtained by letting 6, = 
(1,1~i),~~2=(0,2,0),and~~~(0,0,1). 
5. Proof of Conjecture 1’ when 71= 3 
Theorem 1 (Conjecture 1’ when n = 3). Every diffeomor_vhism class of compact, jut 3- 
man,$olds appears as a cusp of some complete, hyperbolk 4mamfold qf$nite volume. 
Proof. Lemmas 1 and 2 give conditions which guarantee that a given compact, flat 
3-manifold appears as a cusp of some complete, finite-volume, hyperbolic 4-manifold. 
Thus, Theorem I can be proved by showing that each representative F = R’/T (where 
r is one of the specific examples presented in the previous section) meets the conditions 
of one of the lemmas. 
Suppose first that F is not of type & or &. We will show that F (= IR’/f) meets 
the conditions of Lemma 1 with (1 = 1. The manifold F has a covering by 3-balls that 
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lifts to C,, if r leaves C,, invariant. Thus, the theorem will be proved by checking that 
each of the elements of rr, r2, rq, Fe, Br, Bz, Bs, and B4 satisfies both conditions of 
Proposition 4. In fact, it is sufficient to check that the generators meet the conditions of 
the proposition because if yr and 72 meet the conditions, then so does their product. It is 
easy to see that the identity matrix as well as the matrices AZ, A4, Be, c,j, El, and E3 
permute Zr, e’2, and 4, possibly changing their signs. Similarly, the translational parts 
of all of the generators of these groups are in the lattice A. Therefore, representatives 
of types Gr, G2, (34, &, BI, &, &, and & appear as cusps of complete, finite-volume, 
hyperbolic 4-manifolds. 
Next suppose that F is of type G5 so r = rs. But I” = rhex so the conditions of 
Lemma 2 (with cx = 1) are satisfied. Notice also that since A3(21) = u’l and A3 = (As)~, 
the equalities 
643, ~(2&5,0,0)) = &45)2, ~(2ds,O,O)) = 6457 t(&,o,o)12 and 
(1, t(O,- 1,2,dx,2)) = (WO.ld’ P40,1,2,&,2)) 
hold. Thus, r3 c r,,, and a representative of manifolds of type Gs also meets the 
conditions of Lemma 2. Therefore, representatives of types Gs and Gs also appear as 
cusps. 0 
6. Proof of Conjecture 2’ when n = 3 
Theorem 2 (Conjecture 2’ when n = 3). Given a diffeomorphism class of compact, jut 
3-manifolds, the isometry classes which occur as cusps of complete, hyperbolic 4- 
manifolds of finite volume are dense in the space of flat structures on that class of 
manifolds. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let E > 0 and let F = R3/r be a representative of an isometry 
class of compact, flat 3-manifolds. Assume that r has one of the normalized forms 
presented in Section 4. Theorem 2 will be proved by defining a manifold F’ = R3/r’ in 
the &-neighborhood of the isometry class of F that also satisfies the conditions of one of 
the two technical lemmas. This will guarantee that F’ appears as a cusp of a complete, 
finite-volume, hyperbolic 4-manifold, and thus, isometry classes with this property are 
dense in the space of flat structures. 
Suppose F is not of type G3 or Gs. In all such cases, the neighboring F’ = R3/r’ 
will be defined in such a way that it meets the conditions of Lemma 1. In particular, 
Proposition 4 will be used to show that r’ leaves a&, invariant for some cu E R,. 
Suppose F is of type 61. For i = 1,2, and 3, choose a rational number 
PiE 
( 
f& - & ai + & 
4i - ) b’b’ 
and for i = 2 and 3, choose a rational number 
5, ci - & ci + & 
si 
77-g-. 
> 
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Let 
r’ = (0, “c++:,)> (I: qO,b’,O))? (I? “[O&,)) 
where 
F’ lies in an &-neighborhood of the isometry class of F because of the choices of pi/q% 
and ri/.si since 
Furthermore, the generators of r’ meet both conditions of Proposition 4 for 
b 
CY= 
QIQ293S2S3~ 
Condition (1) is met trivially by the identity matrix, and since ai, b’, and ci can all be 
written as integer multiples of cy (for example, ui = plq2q3s2s3cy), the vectors Gi, I&, 
and i;3 meet condition (2). Therefore, F’ satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1, proving 
Theorem 2 for type 61. 
A similar construction of F’ is made in the remaining cases where F is not of type G3 
or G5. In particular, F’ will have a normalized form so, as in the proof of Theorem 1, the 
matrix parts of the generators will meet condition (1) of Proposition 4 in each case. If F 
is of type G2, 81 or &, r’ is obtained by letting al,, b’, ~5, and ci be defined as above. 
If F is of type &,, & or &, let ai, b’, and ci be as above. If F is of type Ge, let a{ and 
b’ be as above. In each of these cases, arguments identical to those given for type & 
will show both that the F’ belongs to an &-neighborhood of the isometry class of F and 
that the translational parts of the generators of r’ satisfy condition (2) of Proposition 4 
with a = b/qls2s3 (where s:! = 1 in the cases of types GG, &, and t34 and s2 = s3 = 1 
in the case of type &). Therefore, when F is not of type G3 or Gs, each of the nearby 
manifolds F’ defined above meet the conditions of Lemma 1, thus proving Theorem 2 
when F is not of type 63 or &. 
Next suppose F is of type &. Choose a rational number 
$‘(Z>$ 
with p = 1 (mod 6). Let 
r’ = (cA5r t(~‘,O,O,)~ (I> t(O,b’.O))> (I, t(0,b~,2,~b~,2))) 
where 
a’ = pb&/q and b’= b. 
F’ lies in an &-neighborhood of the isometry class of F because the choice of p/q implies 
that 
~n-o’~=~a-fb&~<~ and /b-b’l=O. 
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In addition, F’ meets the conditions of Lemma 2 with Q = b/q because a’ = no&, 
A5 (~21) = 51, and A5 = (As)P (since A5 has order 6 and p = 1 (mod 6)) which together 
imply that 
(AS > Q,o,o) ) = ((AdP, t(,,fi,o,o)) = (A~&\/~,o,o))~ E &a. 
Similarly, b’ = qa implies that (I, t(o,bj,o)) and (I, t(,,,,,,,~5~,,~)) are also elements of 
&hex. Thus, r’ C a&, and the conditions of Lemma 2 are satisfied. 
If F is of type G’s, choose p/q as in the previous case. Let 
r’ = (CA3, ~bYw~)~ (1, t(O,b’,O)), (I, t(0,_b’,2,~b,,2))) 
where a’ and b’ are defined as above. As before, F’ is in an &-neighborhood of the 
isometry class of F. However, in this case, F’ C (Y&x with Q: = b/2q because now 
a’ = 2p(r&, A3(Gil) = Gi, and A3 = (As)* = ((A5)P)’ = (Ag)*P which together imply 
that 
(A37 Q,o,o) ) = ((AJ)*~, ~~,,,~,,,,o~) = (AS> ~~~&,o.o~)~~ E arhex. 
Again, b’ = 2qcu implies (I, t(~,t,~,a)) and (I, t(0,_b,,2,ab,,2)) are elements of orheX. Thus, 
when F has type G3 or &, the nearby manifolds F’ defined above satisfy the conditions 
of Lemma 2, and the proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 0 
7. Additional questions 
While this paper provides evidence for the conjectures in Section 1, Conjectures 1’ 
and 2’ remain open for n 3 4 and Conjectures 1 and 2 for n 3 3. It is reasonable to 
ask whether the techniques presented in this paper can be generalized to obtain similar 
results in higher dimensions, thus addressing Conjectures 1’ and 2’. Another question is 
whether the methods can be extended to verify Conjectures 1 and 2 for n = 3. 
With regard to the first question, the proofs in this paper depend on finding coverings 
of IR3 by Euclidean 3-balls which are invariant under the fundamental groups of compact, 
flat 3-manifolds and which contain balls meeting each other at angles of rr/n for n E Z. 
These two properties allow for the construction of the building block Sc(D)/r and for 
the identifications on its boundary which yield a complete, hyperbolic 4-manifold. It is 
not clear how well this approach would generalize to higher dimensions where there 
are many more compact, flat manifolds and where finding coverings by balls meeting at 
specified angles is more difficult. 
The second question also appears to be difficult to address. It seems that one would 
need to develop a technique for eliminating all but one cusp in the constructed hyper- 
bolic 4-manifolds. In the case of flat 2-manifolds and hyperbolic 3-manifolds, this is 
accomplished using Thurston’s Hyperbolic Dehn Surgery Theorem. However, there is no 
analogous theorem for hyperbolic 4-manifolds. 
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